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Abstract: The objective of this study is to construct a fitness gym environment aesthetic system by applying envi-

ronment aesthetic principles and thinking manners, so that urban fitness gyms blend into urban ecology better, while 

fitness goers blend into urban fitness gyms better, thus realizing the harmonious unification of aesthetic objects and 

subjects. The author found that there were the following problems in the process of urban fitness gym construction 

nowadays: national fitness gyms were insufficient because competitive sports and hosting games were given the first 

priority; there was a lack of the idea of ecological environment because human and economic development were 

given the first priority; there was a lack of environment aesthetic thinking because constructors and morphological 

design were given the first priority, etc. The author suggested that in the process of urban fitness gym planning and 

constructing China should follow basic principles such letting fitness gyms be integrated, landscaped, humanized 

and individualized and fully exerting the intrinsic spirit of environment aesthetics to benefit the public by basing the 

basic objective on building a suitable, safe, favorable, harmonious and happy fitness life environment, starting with 

such three-level space and form structures as macro space group environment, mezzo outer space environment and 

micro inner space environment. 
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